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MetaZilla is a community token born out of the combination of 

the city-destroying monster GodZilla and the realm beyond reality 

called the Metaverse. MetaZilla is the beast that dwells within the 

metaverse, starting from the Binance Smart Chain and proving 

dominance, he will continue to move through the rest of the 

Metaverse until he becomes the legend that he is.

Metazilla aims to become a moonshot mission by applying a tax 

that keeps MetaZilla’s liquidity healthy. Its exposure to the world 

is ensured through the team’s strategic marketing plans involving 

merchandise; currently active billboards in Times Square & many 

other aggressive marketing tactics that are to be deployed in 

the near future. In the initial phases, the goal will be building the 

community that will join us on the mission of raising MetaZilla 

to new heights, causing havoc and destruction to all those who 

dare oppose it in its rise to become the top token! Further down 

the line, we will expand the verses in which MetaZilla exists, by 

migrating and mirroring MetaZilla on various other networks 

without compromising the moonshot mission. In the long term, 

we wish to reward our most loyal holders with war loot gained 

from the conquest of the Metaverse!

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE



As stated, a tax of 10% is applied to every transaction made, 

meaning if you buy, sell or even transfer $MZ, you will be charged 

a tax of 10 percent stored in the form of $MZ. Half of that tax (5%) 

will be stored in the marketing wallet in order to further market 

MetaZilla to the people of Earth to join us in our mission while the 

other half of the tax (5%) will have half of the $MZ tokens (2.5%) 

sold for BNB and paired with the other half of the liquidity tax $MZ 

tokens (2.5%).

TOKENOMICS

ROADMAP

Q4 2021

Stealth Launch MetaZilla on PancakeSwap

Initial marketing strategy takes place to 
expose $MZ to the Binance Smart Chain

Get $MZ Listed on 
Coinmarketcap and Coingecko

Community activities and contests 
to reward the community of $MZ

Create $MZ Website and Socials

Create $MZ Whitepaper

Second marketing strategy will take place to 
expose $MZ to the people of Earth

A milestone of $10 Million Dollars Marketcap



Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Plans regarding the migration of MetaZilla to 
the Ethereum Network will be shared

Conduct live AMA (Ask Me Anything) sessions

Conduct the fourth marketing campaign to 
expose $MZ to potential investors

A third marketing campaign will be made to 
further expose $MZ to the Ethereum Network

Start the migration plans to the Ethereum 
Network and eventually go live on Ethereum

Achieve a milestone of 
50 million dollars Marketcap

Community events will take place to 
both celebrate and market MetaZilla

NFT rewards will be made for 
the OG holders of $MZ

Achieve a milestone of 
$100 million Marketcap

A series of community contests will take place 
rewarding the holders of $MZ

A fifth marketing campaign will take 
place revolving around the community

Stealth migration to a third network

ROADMAP CONTINUED...



Q3 2022

Stealth migration to a fourth network

MetaZilla application goes live

The eighth marketing campaign will 
take place to gain countrywide exposure

Community contests with rewards 
going to $MZ holders

MetaZilla application development begins 
to bring $MZ closer to the metaverse

The sixth marketing campaign 
will be taking place to expose 

MetaZilla to the networks’ investors

Seventh marketing campaign to place to get 
private institution investments into $MZ

Reach a milestone of $250 million Marketcap

A new token model will be proposed to 
further reward the holders of $MZ

A milestone of $500 million marks the moonshot 
mission beginning and full community 

governance of MetaZilla in the metaverse!

ROADMAP CONTINUED...

Q4 2022



To guarantee the safety & piece of mind of our investors, 

the following was done to ensure the removal of any potential foul 

play:

The smart contract is verified and there are no team or airdropped 

tokens, all tokens are traded on pancakeswap

    The liquidity pair holding $MZ and $BNB is locked 

with the ability to always extend: 

 The team is transparent regarding the marketing wallet and all 

transactions can be double checked using

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0d4992e48278aa7f7c915f820743d9fab7fea713

Click here to see the liquidity lock on Mudra

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0d4992e48278aa7f7c915f820743d9fab7fea713

SAFETY

https://bscscan.com/token/0x0d4992e48278aa7f7c915f820743d9fab7fea713
https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x6155f75fe44805656f96247ccc6e92c12c587f95
https://bscscan.com/token/0x0d4992e48278aa7f7c915f820743d9fab7fea713


The metaverse is just in its infancy days with a lot of space yet to 

be explored. MetaZilla will explore the metaverse making sure 

it is a well recognized beast and one the other projects should 

be afraid of. We wish to pass the sentiment of the beast and 

bull to our community, by holding $MZ and by being part of the 

community that makes up MetaZilla itself! Together, MetaZilla 

will conquer the moon and beyond and there is nothing in the 

metaverse that MetaZilla cannot handle so be sure to enjoy the 

ride, team and community!

 

Note: This whitepaper is not financial advice of any sort and should 

be only used to help ensure the investors get the information 

required for them to conduct the appropriate research to decide 

whether they wish to invest or not and the amount they are 

comfortable handling in case they choose to investigate.

CONCLUSION



Join our socials for any further questions you may 

have our team is ready to answer them all!

Telegram for English speaking community

Telegram for Chinese speaking community

Twitter Channel

https://t.me/OfficialMetaZilla

https://t.me/MetaZillaChineseCommunity

https://twitter.com/themetazilla

JOIN OUR AMAZING COMMUNITY

https://t.me/OfficialMetaZilla
https://t.me/MetaZillaChineseCommunity
https://twitter.com/themetazilla

